TOYOTA BETTER HAPPY TRUST TOGETHER YOU
EVERY DAY WE LOOK AHEAD, MOVE FORWARD, EVOLVE. OUR PASSION
IS ALWAYS TO DELIGHT – WITH A CAR THAT EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS,
THRILLS, EXCITES, REASSURES AND DELIVERS BETTER FOR TODAY’S
WAY OF LIFE. TAKE US FOR GRANTED.
TOYOTA. ALWAYS A BETTER WAY
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3

4

BOLD
STYLING

CUSTOMISABLE
DESIGN

NIMBLE AND
ROOMY

FUN DRIVING
WITHOUT
BIG BILLS

Model shown is x-clusiv with optional
electrically retractable Fun-roof.
Front cover model shown is x-press.
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MANY CARS LOOK ALIKE, BUT
AYGO ISN’T ONE OF THEM.
With AYGO’s fresh vibrant design you can now really stand
out. We’ve developed a bold front-x face, dramatic, yet playful
lines, and a daring double-bubble roof, providing an AYGO
for every personality.
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Which one suits you?
x simply fun
x-play be creative
x-press express yourself
x-style urban style
x-cite make a statement
x-clusiv true sophistication
Model shown is x-style.
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Model shown is x-press.
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EVERY ROAD IS FUN TO DRIVE.
An efficient engine doesn’t just save you money.
It also means AYGO is a joy to drive everywhere.
Good clean fun. Dynamic, agile and responsive,
AYGO feels right at home in the city.
Whether it’s the manual transmission or the x-shift
automated manual, AYGO delivers low CO and
impressive fuel economy of up to 68.9 mpg*,
meaning the fun lasts longer.

1.0 Petrol 5-Speed Manual

x-shift Automated Manual
Transmission

Fuel Cons*

CO*

Fuel Cons*

CO*

mpg

g/km

mpg

g/km

68.9 95

Power

69
DIN hp

67.3 97

Power

69
DIN hp

* Combined cycle.
For full mpg and CO emissions data please see page 42.
Mpg and CO data sourced from EU tests. For more information please see the back cover.
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Supplemental Restraint System (SRS)
The AYGO is fitted with up to six airbags. They
include SRS airbags for both driver and front
passenger, side airbags for the front seats,
and SRS curtain shield airbags covering both
the front and rear seat passengers.

Hill-start Assist Control
(HAC)
HAC helps to ensure a smooth
start on steep inclines by
automatically applying the
brakes for up to two seconds
after the brake pedal is released.
This prevents the vehicle from
rolling back.
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PLAY IT SAFE.
Tyre Pressure Warning
System (TPWS)
The system measures air
pressure by monitoring
individual wheel rotation
speeds as well as other
exterior signals for each
tyre, and will warn you if
the pressure falls below
the recommended level,
ensuring safer driving.

Vehicle Stability Control
(VSC)
VSC automatically activates
each individual brake as
needed and controls engine
output to help maintain
stability and prevent
skidding when turning
sharply or cornering on
slippery road surfaces.

AYGO benefits from the option of Toyota Safety Sense* – the latest
safety technology – including features integrated from our bigger
cars. The Toyota Safety Sense pack on AYGO features two active
safety technologies – Pre-Collision System and Lane Departure
Alert – that make your drive safer and more enjoyable. In addition,
AYGO features a broad range of integrated safety features, from
multiple airbags to Vehicle Stability Control (VSC).

Pre-Collision System*
Toyota Safety Sense’s Pre-Collision
System uses a camera and laser to detect
other vehicles in the road ahead. When
the possibility of a collision is detected
the driver is alerted with audio and visual
warnings and brake assistance is activated.
If the driver fails to brake in time the brakes
automatically engage to prevent or mitigate
a collision.

All active safety technologies are intended to be back-up
systems only and are not a substitute for safe and attentive
driving. The functionality of these systems may be impacted
by driving conditions. Further information is available from
your local Toyota Centre.

Lane Departure Alert*
Using a camera to detect the lane
markings in the road ahead, Toyota
Safety Sense’s Lane Departure Alert
will alert the driver with audio and
visual warnings if the vehicle starts to
deviate from its lane without the turn
indicator being applied – the driver
can then take corrective action.

* Optional on all grades, except x, when
Toyota Safety Sense pack is selected.
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IT’S FUN IN HERE!
With its futuristic single pod dashboard, numerous advanced
features such as the x-touch* multimedia system, and a burst of
contrasting colour if you want, AYGO’s interior is unlike anything
else on the streets. It’s fun, usable and stylish, 24/7.
12

* Standard on all grades excluding x and x-play.

Model shown is x-play with optional x-touch.
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x

100% essential AYGO. Simply all the
things you need: fresh, fun, daring
design and outstanding features.
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Main features
— 14" steel wheels
— Projector headlights with LED tracer lights
— LED daytime running lights
— Black carbon front-x
— Electric front windows
— Mod black and grey fabric seats
— Audio system with USB and aux-in connections
— Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
— Tyre Pressure Warning System (TPWS)
— Rear seat belt warning
— Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

Optional (see page 35 for more information)
— OUTshield pack

LED daytime running
lights add style

Black carbon front-x

Projector headlights with
LED tracer lights

Audio system with USB
and aux-in connections

14" steel wheels

black and
grey fabric seats
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x-play

AYGO as you want it: personalise,
experiment, and express yourself –
driving can be fun, embrace it.

* Front-x will be silver when black body
colour is selected.
§
x-nav only available when ordered in
conjunction with optional x-touch.
◊
5-door only.
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Main features (additional to x)
— 15" steel wheels
— Gloss Black front-x*
— Electrically adjustable body-coloured
heated door mirrors
— Leather steering wheel with audio
and Bluetooth® controls
— Gleam dark grey fabric seats with
light grey and white bolsters
— Height-adjustable driver’s seat
— Chrome interior door handles
— Chrome insert on gear shift
— Air conditioning
— Bluetooth®
— DAB digital radio

Optional (see pages 34–39 for more information)
— 15" alloy wheels
— x-touch multimedia system with 7" colour touchscreen,
DAB digital radio and reversing camera
— x-nav satellite navigation§
— OUTshield pack◊
— OUTburst pack◊
— OUTstand pack
— INspire pack
— INtense pack
— Roof decals
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System
and Lane Departure Alert)

Air conditioning keeps you cool

Premium Gloss Black front-x

Steering wheel controls for
both audio and telephone

dark grey
fabric seats with light
grey and white bolsters
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x-press collection

White Flash, Bold Black, Electro Grey
or Silver Splash. Which body colour
from the New AYGO x-press collection
would you choose to express yourself?
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x-press

Get noticed from every angle. Combine bold
body colours with a contrasting Red Pop
roof and exterior detailing. Express yourself
and let your personality shine through.

Main features (additional to x-play)
— 15" black or machined-face alloy wheels (10-spoke)*
— Red colour accents to front, rear, sides and roof
— Body-coloured dashboard with Gloss Black centre
console, air vent and gear shift surrounds
— x-touch multimedia system with 7" colour touchscreen, DAB digital radio and reversing camera
— Automatic air conditioning
— Rear privacy glass
— Auto headlights
— Front fog lamps
* Dependent on exterior colour.
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Optional (see pages 34–39 for more information)
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System
and Lane Departure Alert)
— x-nav satellite navigation

x-touch multimedia
system

Automatic air conditioning

Reversing camera

Colour accents to front,
rear, side and roof

15" Gloss Black alloy
wheels (10-spoke)*

dark grey fabric
seats with light grey and
white bolsters
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x-style collection

The New AYGO x-style collection has plenty of
body colours to choose from: Red Pop, Electro
Grey, Silver Splash, White Flash, Deep Blue Buzz,
Bold Black. Which one defines your style?

22
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x-style

Take urban sophistication to a new level.
Make a stylish statement with a choice of
cool body colours, enhanced with subtle
contrasting features. Alloy wheels and
privacy glass come as standard to finish
off this sleek look.

Main features (additional to x-play)
Optional (see pages 34–39 for more information)
— 15" black or black machined-face alloy wheels
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System
(10-spoke)*
and Lane Departure Alert)
— Contrasting front-x, x-tension and rear diffuser
— x-nav satellite navigation
— Body-coloured dashboard with Gloss Black centre
— Electrically retractable Fun-roof
console, air vent and gear shift surrounds
— x-touch multimedia system with 7" colour touchscreen, DAB digital radio and reversing camera
— Automatic air conditioning
— Rear privacy glass
— Auto headlights
— Front fog lamps
* Dependent on exterior colour.
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x-touch multimedia
system

Automatic air conditioning

Reversing camera

Contrasting front x,
x-tension and rear difusser

15" black machined-face
alloy wheels (10-spoke)*

dark grey fabric
seats with light grey and
white bolsters
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x-cite

SPECIAL EDITION

Make a bold statement and stand out from
the urban flow with AYGO; love your journey,
not just your destination.
Main features (additional to x-play)
— Yellow Fizz paint
— 15" black alloy wheels with black centre caps
— Front fog lamps
— Black bi-tone roof and rear privacy glass
— Bold Black door mirrors

— Beam black fabric seats with yellow
inner bolsters and stitching
— Yellow Fizz insert on gear shift
— Gloss Black dashboard
— Gloss Black centre console
— Gloss Black gear shift surround
— Yellow Fizz air vent surrounds
— Carpet mats with Yellow Fizz highlights
— x-touch multimedia system with 7" colour
touchscreen, DAB digital radio and
reversing camera

Optional (see pages 34–39 for more information)
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision
System and Lane Departure Alert)
— x-nav satellite navigation
— x-tra convenience pack* (automatic air
conditioning, automatic headlights,
smart entry and push-button start)
— OUTshield pack*
—

* 5-door only.
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Gloss Black front-x contrasts
with Yellow Fizz exterior

Exterior mirrors in
black finish

Front fog lamps for
extra visibility

Yellow Fizz air vent
surrounds create an
interior highlight

15" black alloy wheels
with black centre caps

black seats
with yellow inner
bolsters and stitching
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x-clusiv

Small needn’t mean sparse: indulge with
AYGO x-clusiv’s extensive features and
sophisticated design.
Main features (additional to x-play)
— 15" machined-face alloy wheels
with Silver Splash centre caps
— Automatic headlights
— Front fog lamps
— Rear privacy glass
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— Smart Entry and Push-Button Start
— Vogue black and anthracite leather* seats
— Body-coloured dashboard with Gloss Black centre
console, air vent and gear shift surrounds
— Automatic air conditioning with
digital display and push-button controls
— x-touch multimedia system with 7" colour touchscreen, DAB digital radio and reversing camera

Optional (see pages 34–39 for more information)
— x-nav satellite navigation
— OUTshield pack
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System,
Lane Departure Alert)
— Electrically retractable Fun-roof

black and
anthracite leather*

black and
anthracite leather*

Smart Entry and PushButton Start

Automatic air conditioning

Front fog lamps for
improved visibility

15" machined-face
alloy wheels with
silver centre cap

* Driver’s and passenger seat facings are
genuine leather; other components,
including rear seat facings are faux leather.
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LET COLOUR
SPEAK FOR YOU.
Have fun with our colour palette and
choose the colour that’s right for you.

* Metallic and White Flash paint
optional at additional cost
(White Flash paint is a no cost
option on x-press).
§
Yellow Fizz special paint
standard on x-cite only.
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For x-press colour options
see pages 18 and 19.

STANDARD GRADES

068 White Flash*

1E0 Electro Grey*

1E7 Silver Splash*

211 Bold Black*
(not available on x)

3P0 Red Pop

8R7 Deep Blue Buzz*

SPECIAL EDITION

8W9 Cyan Splash*
(only available on x-clusiv)

New x-cite
Available in 5B9 Yellow Fizz§
31

CHECK OUT YOUR
HOT SEATS.
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dark grey fabric
Standard on x

dark grey fabric with
light grey and white bolsters
Standard on x-play, x-press
and x-style

black fabric with yellow
inner bolsters and stitching
Standard on x-cite

black and anthracite leather*
Standard on x-clusiv

WHEELS ARE MORE
THAN JUST ROUND.

14" steel wheels with
wheel caps (9-spoke)
Standard on x

15" steel wheels with
wheel caps (6-spoke)
Standard on x-play

15" Gloss Black alloy
wheels (10-spoke)
Standard on x-press
and x-style§

15" machined-face alloy
wheels (10-spoke)
Standard on x-press
and x-style§

15" Gloss Black alloy
wheels (5-double-spoke)
Standard on x-cite

15" black machined-face
alloy wheels (5-spoke)
Standard on x-clusiv

* Driver’s and passenger seat facings are genuine leather; other components, including rear seat facings are faux leather.
§
Depending on exterior colour choice.
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OPTIONS
AYGO x-nav
AYGO x-nav is the ideal upgrade if your car already has the x-touch
multimedia system and you want to add navigation. What is so clever
about AYGO x-nav is that it has been created from the beginning with the
user in mind. Every display is designed for easy operation. Each function
satisfies a need.
Full map navigation
Driver-friendly full map navigation with displays for signposts, junctions and lane guidance.
Clear guidance
Turn-by-turn vocal instructions with text-to-speech through your car’s audio system.
Pan-European
Navigation coverage of 33 European countries. Instructions in 20 European languages.
Enhanced maps
Map graphics include 3D effects. When driving at night, the colour balance changes for
greater visual comfort.
Turn list
Rather than having the map on screen, instead you can view a list of sequential turns
with directional indicators. This makes city navigating much easier.
Route planning
You can plan your route by entering the street, postcode, town or even map co-ordinates.
Drive me home
Wherever you are, just touch the home icon for fast calculation of the quickest route.
Favourites
Favourite places and regular destinations can be stored for quick and easy route planning.
Places of interest
The system can search and notify you of places of interest along your route.
Speed limit and safety camera alerts
Drive safely with the help of a speed limit display and warning.
Alerts tell you fixed safety camera locations (in countries where it is legal).
Touchscreen control
Easy-to-use touchscreen controls include map zooming and sliding.
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OUTshield PACK*
Protect your new AYGO with rear parking
sensors, scuff plates, a boot liner and rubber
floor mats, meaning it’ll stay looking as
good as new.
1. Rear parking aid system
Even in a car as easy to park as the AYGO, when space is
tight, you’ll find the guidance given by the Toyota parking
aid system a big help in avoiding accidental scrapes. Ultrasonic
sensors in the rear bumper link to an in-car warning beeper
that becomes progressively more frequent the closer you get
to an obstacle. Conveniently, you can switch off the beeper
when it is not required.

1.

2. Aluminium scuff plates
Style and practicality combine. Aluminium scuff plates add an
extra interior design detail while also protecting door sill
paintwork against scuffs and scrapes.
3. Boot liner
Made of tough flexible plastic with a non-slip surface and raised
edges to protect boot carpets against dirt, sand and liquids.
2.

3.

4.
4. Rubber floor mats
Extra strong to protect your car’s carpets against mud, dirt and
sand. The driver’s mat has safety fixings to hold it firmly in place.
5. Front and rear mud flaps
Specially shaped to prevent water, mud and stone chips spraying
your car. (Image not shown.)

* Available on 5-door models only.
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x-play customisation
The pack colour is applied
on the front-x…

… and on the x-tension…

Model shown with optional Gloss White alloy wheels
and body-coloured centre caps.

OUTstand*
Transform the exterior of your new AYGO with the OUTstand
pack. Available in a range of colours, the packs add a splash
of contrasting colour to the key design areas.

Main features
— Front-x
— x-tension
— Rear diffuser

… and the rear diffuser

1E0
Electro
Grey

1E7
Silver
Splash

Main features
— Front bumper decal
— Rear diffuser decal
— Side sills

Accentuate AYGO’s
features with this
bumper highlight

3P0
Red Pop
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Continue the Red Pop theme
onto the rear diffuser…

1E7
Silver Splash

Model shown with optional
alloy wheels and optional
red roof decal.
… and the side sills

3P0
Red
Pop

8R7
Deep
Blue
Buzz

Other colour options are available at additional
cost. Please contact your local Toyota Centre
for more information.

OUTburst (5-door only)*
The OUTburst pack gives contrasting
colour accents to the front, rear and
side of your new AYGO. Available in
both Red Pop and Silver Splash,
it’s sure to turn heads.

068
White
Flash

4W5
Orange
Twist

INspire*
Transform the interior of your AYGO. The
INspire pack combines body-coloured
accents in the air vent and gear shift
surrounds with a Gloss Black centre
console and instrument panel.
Main features
— Body-coloured air vent surround
— Body-coloured gear shift surround
— Gloss Black instrument panel
and centre console

Model shown is x-play in Red Pop.

INtense*
The INtense pack transforms the interior
with body-coloured panels throughout,
complemented by Gloss Black air vent
surrounds.
Main features
— Body-coloured instrument panel
— Body-coloured centre console
— Body-coloured gear shift surround
— Gloss Black air vent surrounds
Image shown is not to UK specification and is used for illustrative
purposes only. Model shown is x-play in Red Pop with optional
x-touch multimedia system and optional x-nav system.
* Only available on x-play grade.
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Optional WHEELS

Mix and match (optional on x-play)

1. Choose your favourite wheel design and colour.
15" 5-spoke alloy wheels

15" 10-spoke alloy wheels

Gloss Black*

Black machined

Gloss Black

Black machined

Gloss Black or Matt
Black (Gloss Black
shown)§

Black machined

Silver*

White*

Silver§

White§

Silver§

White§

* Shown with optional Red Pop large centre cap surround.
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15" 5-double-spoke alloy wheels

§

Shown with optional Red Pop centre cap.

Optional CENTRE CAPS & RINGS

2. Select either a complementary or
contrasting colour centre cap or surround.

Wheel centre caps or cap rings
Depending on which style of wheels you have, you can
add colour-matched accessory centre caps or cap rings:

Small centre cap

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cyan Splash
Orange Twist
Bold Black
White Flash
Deep Blue Buzz
Silver Splash
Red Pop

Centre cap ring

7.

7.

6.

6.
5.

5.
4.

4.
3.

3.
2.
1.

2.
1.
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PROTECTION
Driving the AYGO adds to the fun of modern living. Toyota accessories
enhance practicality by providing an extra layer of protection inside
and out to guard against accidental scrapes and keep your car looking
in top condition.

1. & 2. Side mouldings*
The stylish way to protect
against minor side panel
damage. Available in black or
painted to match your car.
3. Mud flaps
Specially shaped to prevent
water, mud and stone chips
spraying your car. Available
for the front and rear.

4. & 5. Bumper corner
protectors
Ideally positioned on the front
and rear bumper corners to
guard against accidental
scrapes. Available in black.

* Available on all grades excluding x-press or when optional
OUTburst pack has been ordered.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Image shown with optional 10-spoke alloys.

Image shown with optional 10-spoke alloys.
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6. Boot liner
Made of tough flexible plastic
with a non-slip surface and
raised edges to protect boot
carpets against dirt, sand
and liquids.

Textile floor mats
Anthracite-coloured textile
floor mats with a choice of
different colour overlock
threads. Featuring nonslip safety fixings on the
driver’s mat.

9. Anthracite (standard on
all but x-cite)
Hard-wearing textile floor
mats in a smart anthracite
colour. The driver’s mat has
special safety fixings to hold
it firmly in place.

10. Rubber floor mats
Extra strong to protect your
car’s carpets against mud, dirt
and sand. The driver’s mat has
safety fixings to hold it firmly
in place.

1. Black
2. White
3. Dark blue
4. Dark grey
5. Red
6. Silver
7. Cyan
8. Yellow (standard on x-cite)

8.

7.
9.

6.
1.

5.
2.

3.

4.

10.
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SPECIFICATIONS
1.0 Petrol
5-Speed Manual

1.0 Petrol
x-shift

Combined driving (mpg)

68.9

67.3

Urban driving (mpg)

56.5

56.5

Extra urban driving (mpg)

78.5

74.3

Recommended fuel grade

95 unleaded petrol or higher

95 unleaded petrol or higher

Fuel tank capacity (litres)

35

35

95

97

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
Fuel consumption

Carbon dioxide, CO
Combined driving (g/km)
Urban driving (g/km)

115

115

Extra urban driving (g/km)

84

87

Euro class

EURO 6

EURO 6

Carbon Monoxide, CO (mg/km)

590.4

453.4

Hydrocarbons, THC (mg/km)

33.7

32.2

Hydrocarbons, NMHC (mg/km)

29.9

29.4

Nitrogen Oxides, NOx (mg/km)

8.6

13.2

Sound level drive by (dB(A))

69

72

Exhaust emissions

Quoted mpg & CO figures: All mpg and CO emissions figures stated in this brochure are sourced from official EU-regulated tests. These are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect
your actual driving experience. For further information please see the back cover of this brochure.
x-shift = Automated manual transmission
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ENGINE
Engine code

1KR-FE

Number of cylinders

3, in line

Valve mechanism

12-valve DOHC, chain drive with VVT-i

Fuel system

Electronic fuel injection

Displacement (cc)

998

Bore x stroke (mm x mm)

71.0 x 84.0

Compression ratio

11.5:1

Maximum power output (DIN hp)

69

Maximum power output (kW/rpm)

51/6000

Maximum torque (Nm/rpm)

95/4300

PERFORMANCE

1.0 Petrol
5-Speed Manual

1.0 Petrol
x-shift

Maximum speed (mph)

99

99

0 – 62 mph (secs)

14.2

15.5

Drag coefficient

0.29

0.29

BRAKES

SUSPENSION

Front

Ventilated disc

Front

MacPherson strut

Rear

Drum

Rear

Torsion beam
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SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

1.0 Petrol
5-Speed Manual

1.0 Petrol
x-shift

Exterior length (mm)

3455

3455

Exterior width (mm)

1615

1615

Exterior height (mm)

1460

1460

Front tread (mm)

1425

1425

Rear tread (mm)

1420

1420

Front overhang (mm)

675

675

Rear overhang (mm)

440

440

Wheelbase (mm)

2340

2340

Turning radius (m)

4.8*/5.1

5.1

Interior length (mm)

1630

1630

Interior width (mm)

1300/1250§

1300/1250§

Interior height (mm)

1205

1205

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

1240

1240

Kerb weight (kg)

840 – 910

860– 905

VDA luggage capacity, up to tonneau cover, rear seat up (litres)

168

168

Luggage capacity, up to roof, rear seat up (litres)

198

x-shift = Automated manual transmission
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* x grade only.

§

3-door.

198
◊

Colour of alloy is dependent on exterior body colour choice.

1460 mm
1425 mm

2340 mm

440 mm

1615 mm

1420 mm

675 mm

3455 mm

1615 mm

TYRES AND WHEELS

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

14" steel wheels with wheel caps

l

–

–

–

–

–

15" steel wheels with wheel caps

–

l

–

–

–

–

15" alloy wheels (10-spoke)

–

¡

l

l

–

–

15" alloy wheels (5-double-spoke)

–

¡

–

–

l

–

15" alloy wheels (5-spoke)

–

¡

–

–

–

l

Tyre repair kit

l

l

l

l

l

l

l = Standard

¡ = Optional

◊

◊

− = Not available
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EQUIPMENT
EXTERIOR

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

Projector halogen headlamps with LED tracer lights

l

l

l

l

l

l

Daytime running lights (LED type)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Front fog lamps

–

–

l

l

l

l

Automatic headlights

–

–

l

l

¡*

l

Intermittent front wipers

l

l

l

l

l

l

Black door mirrors

l

–

–

–

l

–

Body-coloured door mirrors

–

l

l

l

–

l

Electrically adjustable door mirrors

–

l

l

l

l

l

Heated door mirrors

–

l

l

l

l

l

Black door handles

l

–

–

–

–

–

Body-coloured door handles

–

l

l

l

l

l

Remote door locking

l

l

l

l

l

l

Rear wiper

l

l

l

l

l

l

Integrated rear spoiler

l

l

l

l

l

l

Reversing camera§

–

¡

l

l

l

l

Immobiliser

l

l

l

l

l

l

Rear privacy glass

–

–

l

l

l

l

Black bi-tone roof

–

–

–

–

l

–

Red-coloured accents to front, rear, sides and roof

–

¡

l

–

–

–
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INTERIOR

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

3-spoke leather steering wheel

–

l

l

l

l

l

Manual tilt steering wheel

l

l

l

l

l

l

Electric power steering

l

l

l

l

l

l

Leather gear shift

–

l

l

l

l

l

Body-coloured dashboard

–

¡

l

l

–

l

Black air vent surrounds

–

¡

l

l

–

l

Black centre console

–

–

l

l

l

l

Electric headlamp levelling

l

l

l

l

l

l

Manual air conditioning

–

l

–

–

l

–

Automatic air conditioning

–

–

l

l

¡*

l

Front 12V power outlet

l

l

l

l

l

l

Chrome inside door handles

–

l

l

l

l

l

Speed limiter◊

–

l

l

l

l

l

Front power windows

l

l

l

l

l

l

Interior lamp

l

l

l

l

l

l

Audio system with USB and aux-in connections

l

l

–

–

–

–

x-touch multimedia system with Bluetooth® and reversing camera

–

¡

l

l

l

l

x-nav satellite navigation

–

¡**

¡

¡

¡

¡

Smart entry and push-button start

–

–

–

–

¡*

l

− = Not available
¡ = Optional
l = Standard
* Standard when optional x-tra convenience pack selected.
** When ordered in conjunction with optional x-touch.

§

Standard with x-touch multimedia system.

◊

Manual transmission only.
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EQUIPMENT
SEATS

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

Height-adjustable driver’s seat

–

l

l

l

l

l
l

Reclining and sliding front seats

l

l

l

l

l

Mono-folding rear seats

l

–

–

–

–

–

50/50 split folding rear seats

–

l

l

l

l

l

Rear headrests (2)

–

l

l

l

l

l
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STORAGE

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

Glovebox

l

l

l

l

l

l

Front door pockets

l

l

l

l

l

l

Rear door pockets (5-door)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Front and rear cup holders

l

l

l

l

l

l

l = Standard

¡ = Optional

− = Not available
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EQUIPMENT
SAFETY

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Emergency Brake-light Signal (EBS)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Tyre Pressure Warning System (TPWS)

l

l

l

l

l

l

Front seat belt reminder

l

l

l

l

l

l

Rear seat belt reminder

l

l

l

l

l

l

Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System
and Lane Departure Alert)

–

¡

¡

¡

¡

¡

Front passenger airbag on/off switch

l

l

l

l

l

l

ISOFIX seat fixing

l

l

l

l

l

l

Pre-tensioners and force limiters

l

l

l

l

l

l

Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) airbags – 6 airbags

l

l

l

l

l

l

Active Safety

Passive Safety
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OPTION PACKS

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

x-tra convenience* automatic air conditioning, automatic
headlights, smart entry and push-button start

−

−

–

–

¡

l

Electrically retractable Fun-roof*§

−

−

–

¡

−

¡

Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System and
Lane Departure Alert)

−

¡

¡

¡

¡

¡

OUTshield* rear parking sensors, boot liner,
aluminium scuff plates, rubber floor mats, mud flaps

−

¡

−

−

−

−

CUSTOMISATION PACKS

x

x-play

x-press

x-style

x-cite

x-clusiv

OUTstand front-x, A-pillar x-tension, rear bumper insert

−

¡

−

l

−

−

OUTburst front spoiler decal, side sills, rear diffuser decal
in Red Pop or Silver Splash

−

¡*

l

−

−

−

INspire body-coloured air vent and gear shift surrounds
with Piano Black instrument panel and centre console

−

¡

−

−

−

−

INtense body-coloured instrument panel, centre console
and gear shift surround

−

¡

−

−

−

−

Roof decal§

−

¡

l

−

−

−

l = Standard
* 5-door only.

¡ = Optional
§

− = Not available
Electrically retractable Fun-roof option cannot be ordered in conjunction with roof decals.
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THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING.
BUILD YOUR AYGO ONLINE!
Visit our online configurator to learn more about
AYGO’s exciting features and benefits, and have
fun building your own car exactly how you want it.
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OWNING YOUR AYGO
Servicing your Toyota
Toyota Fixed Price Servicing means you will be sure to
know the cost of your service up front. Expertly trained
technicians using only genuine Toyota parts will carry
out your service at one of over 200 Authorised Toyota
Service Centres. The technicians will advise you on
the correct service for your car based on the car’s age,
mileage and service history.
For more information visit toyota.co.uk/service
Service Plans
Inflation-proof pricing with a monthly or one-off
payment plan means one less thing to worry about.
With Toyota Service Plans the price you’re quoted is
guaranteed for the duration of your plan. The service,
parts and labour are all paid for either in monthly
instalments or as a one-off payment at the beginning
of your plan.

My Toyota
Whether you’re a long-term owner or have recently
taken delivery of a new Toyota, there are lots of
reasons to join My Toyota. Packed with time-saving and
convenient features, My Toyota ensures everything
you need to manage your vehicle ownership is in one
place. You’ll also gain access to My Rewards where you
can enjoy great offers and discounts from big brands
on everything from family days out to pampering as
well as everyday deals.
For more information visit toyota.co.uk/mytoyota or
download the My Toyota Europe app* now available
on iTunes® and Android.

Toyota Fixed Price Repairs using Genuine Parts
We offer fixed prices on a number of repair items for
your Toyota giving you peace of mind when it comes
to managing costs. Also don’t forget we only use
genuine Toyota parts, all of which come with at least
12 months’ warranty (some even offer unlimited
mileage warranties); and your car will always be
dealt with by a trained Toyota Technician.

Toyota Accessories
Toyota accessories are designed and manufactured
with the same care, quality and attention to detail as
Toyota vehicles. Tailor-made for your Toyota, they fit
perfectly and add a personal touch of style, comfort and
practicality. Also, because they’ve been tested under
the most severe conditions, you can have complete
confidence in their reliability and durability. To add
to the reassurance, every genuine Toyota accessory
has a 5-year warranty when purchased together
with the vehicle.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/repairs

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/accessories

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/service

* Features on desktop and app vary.
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§

Prices correct at time of going to print.

Toyota Roadside Assistance
When you buy a Toyota you will automatically receive
12 months’ AA Roadside Assistance in the UK and
Europe, free of charge. After the first year the cost of
Toyota Roadside Assistance is £7 per month if paid by
monthly Direct Debit, £72 per annum if paid by annual
Direct Debit, and £76 per annum when paid by all other
payment methods.§
For full terms and conditions please visit toyota.co.uk/
roadsideterms
5-Year Toyota Warranty
Every new Toyota comes with a 5-year/100,000-mile
(whichever comes first) manufacturer’s warranty,
covering you against the unlikely event of a
manufacturing defect causing a mechanical fault.
For full details, please ask your official Toyota
Centre or visit toyota.co.uk/5yearwarranty
Corrosion Cover
The 12-year unlimited mileage cover
protects against rust perforation affecting
sheet metal body panels as a result of a
manufacturing fault. This warranty can
also be transferred to any future owner
throughout the 12-year period.
Rust and Paint Cover
The 3-year unlimited mileage
cover protects against defects
and surface rust as a result of
a manufacturing fault.

Toyota Extended Warranty
You have the choice of either the low-user option that
restricts you to 15,000 miles per year or 12 months
whichever comes first or the 12-month unlimited
mileage cover. You also have a choice between 12 and
24 months’ cover (subject to vehicle eligibility). The
24-month option will show a saving over two 12-month
Toyota Extended Warranty policies and is available
with the low-user option at 30,000 miles or 24 months
whichever comes first.

Toyota Motor Insurance
Toyota Motor Insurance is available for Toyota owners at
competitive premiums. To obtain details of the benefits
included and to arrange a quotation, please contact your
local Toyota Centre or call 0800 350 500.

Toyota Financial Services, Great Burgh, Burgh Heath,
Epsom, Surrey, KT18 5UZ.

Flexible Finance from Toyota Financial Services
All our plans offer easy budgeting and peace of mind
and AccessToyota brings these benefits together in
one flexible package.

TFS is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority.

Finance subject to status to over 18s only. Indemnities
may be required. Terms and conditions apply.

The Toyota Extended Warranty can be renewed until
the vehicle is 12 years old with less than 100,000 miles
as point of sale, and if a part covered by the Toyota
Extended Warranty suffers electrical or mechanical
failure at any time during the term, Toyota is committed
to fixing it. You don’t pay for replacement parts or labour.
For more information visit toyota.co.uk/
extendedwarranty
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www.toyota.co.uk/aygo
To continue your
experience scan
this QR code.
While every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. This brochure cannot be regarded as
infallible (some of the vehicles shown may not be to exact UK specification), and as such does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle or specification. For the latest specification
and availability, we ask that you contact your local Toyota Centre. Vehicle body colours may differ slightly from the printed images in this brochure. The readability of QR codes present in this
brochure may differ according to the scanner used. Toyota cannot be held responsible should your device not be able to read any QR codes or interactive content markers.
Quoted mpg & CO figures: All mpg and CO emissions figures quoted in this brochure are sourced from official EU-regulated test results. These are provided for comparability purposes only and
may not reflect your actual driving experience. Fuel consumption varies significantly depending on a number of factors, including driving style, conditions, speed and vehicle weight. In order to
allow consumers to compare and make an informed choice between one vehicle and another, there is a European Commission standard (93/116/EC and 692/2008) to measure fuel consumption.
This common standard must be adhered to by all manufacturers selling motor vehicles in the EU and is the basis for fuel consumption figures published by each manufacturer. For further
information please visit www.dft.gov.uk/vca/fcb/faqs-fuel-consumptio.asp or speak to your local Toyota Centre.
The use of the term ‘Toyota Accessories’ should not be taken to imply that the products on the accessory pages are actually manufactured by the Toyota Motor Corporation or Toyota (GB) PLC.
Toyota (GB) PLC is continually updating and changing specifications of accessories and reserves the right to do so at any time without prior notice.
© 2017 by Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA (‘TME’). No part of this publication may in any way be reproduced without the prior written approval of Toyota (GB) PLC.
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